"I LOVE YOU RUMBA"

By Eddie & Audrey Palmquist, El Toro, Ca.

RECORD: REPRISE GRK 0727(K4818)(SOMETHIN' STUPID)
SEQUENCE: INTRO, A, B, A, TAG

INTRODUCTION

1-4 WAIT 5 lead in notes M on outside of circle in modified OPEN FACING POSITION both hands joined in front at waist level M's palms up W's palms down weight on M's L & W's R.

(Explosion) APT FAC LOD, RECOV, FAC,.; APT FAC RLD, RECOV, FAC,.; DIAG CUCARACHA; WRAP TO SHADOW SKATERS LOD;

1 (Mod Open Fac H on outside circle both hands joined(Explosion) Release M's R & W's L hds step side R to Wall(W side L to COH) circling free arm out & up to LOD fac LOD, Recco LR, trning LF fac ptrn(W RF)clos R to L rejoin all hands,.;

2 Release M's L & W's R hds side L to Wall(W side R to COH) circling free arm out & up to OP fac RLD,Recco R, trning RF to fac ptrn(W LF)clos L to R rejoin hds at waist level,.;

3 (Cucaracha) Keep both hds joined diag Bk R(V bk L) stretch arms out R arm low L arm high, recco LF, Fwd R M's L & W's R held high forming a window,.;

4 (Wrap change sides) M Fwd L, R, tch L to R to fac LOD on inside of circle wrapping W then releasing hds into M's L & W's L in SHADOW SKATERS free arm out to side,.- (W will trn LF on WRAP 3 steps closing on 3(R,L,R,.-);Left foot free for both.

PART A

1-4 (Kiki Walks) L, R, L, L,.; R, L, M tch R to L,.-; OVERTRN FAN TO X HAND(DCR); FWD, RECOV, BK,.;

1,2 (Kiki Walks) Shadow Skaters LOD both start L foot Fwd L, R, L, L,.; R, L, M tch R to L,.- (W on step 6 X R slightly LF of L,.-)

3 (Overtrn Fan to X Hds) Keeping M's L & W's L hds joined M small step bk R commence LF trn, Recco L trn LF, Fwd R(DCR),.- (W side L COH commence LF trn, X R over L toe points DCR trn LF on R, Bk L DCR) join R hds under L at waist level Open Facing M fac DCR;

4 (1/2 Basic) Fwd L, Replace R, Bk L at same time both raise L arms up & out as though painting ceiling,.- (W bk R, replace L, Fwd R,.-); NOTE: L hip trn out so last step is contra action.

5-8 (Contra Walks with arm change) BK R, L, R,.; L, R, M clos L to R,.; ALEMANA TRN & ROPE SPIN,.;

5,6 (Contra Walks) R hds joined L arm up Bk up LOD R, L (commence circle free L arm bk, down, up), Join L hds palm to Palm step bk L contra action painting the ceiling with R free arm up & out,.- Bk L, R (commence circle R arm bk, down & up), clos L to R joining R hds to form window extending L arms up & bk,.;

7,8 (Alemana & Rope Spin) M bk R, Recco L, clos R to L,.- (W Fwd L trn RF to fac RLD, Fwd R trn RF fac DCR, Fwd L to fac M on R side) on ct 3 M will bring R hd down in front changing hds to his L & W's R, on ct 4 raising L he will cause W to SPIRAL RF L full trn on W's L allowing her R to XIIF NO WT end on M's R side M's R arm across W's back,.- M side CUCARACHA (sid L, Recco R, clos L to R,.-) as W walks foward around behind M's bk R, L, R to LOD fac RLD,.;

9-12 SWIVEL TO FENCE LINE LOD, RECOV, SIDE,.; M NEW YORKER (W spot trn fac LOD & Spiral fac LOD; AIDA; SWITCH ROCK,.;

9 (Fence Line) L OP fas RLD Swivel LF on M's L(W RF on R) bring joined hds thru twd LOD join trailing hds check thru twd LOD on R(W L) slight BFLY TILT, Recco R, Sid R RLD face ptrn,.;

10 (M New Yorker (W Spot Trn & Spiral) M thru L twd RLD, Recco R, Sid L LOD,.- (W thru R RLD retaining M's L & W's R hds trn LF, Fwd L cont LF trn fac LOD, Fwd & Sid R twd LOD Spiral LF allowing L ft to XIIF NO WT) lead hds still joined face LOD,.;

11 (Aida) Retain lead hds thru LOD, sid L LOD commence RF trn(W LF) bringing joined hds foward twd RLOD at waist level, continue trn Bk R in partial bk to bk like 'W' looking RLOD free arm out & up joined hds foward twd RLOD,.;

12 (Switch Rock) Bring lead hds thru twd LOD step side L LOD fac ptrn, Recco side R, Side L LOD,.;
"I LOVE YOU" RUMBA (cont'd)

PART A (Cont'd)

13-16 SPOT TRN; CHANGE SIDES LOP; X CHECK, RECOV, L SKATERS; R LUNGE (W X LUNGE);

13 (Spot Trn) Thru R LOD release hds trn LF (W RF), Fwd L DCR cont trn, Fwd twd ptrn's L side join M's L & W's R hds M fac Wall;-

4 Change sides to L OP fac LOD passing L shoulders under M's L & W's R joined hds Fwd L, Sid R (W L, L), lower inside arms to waist look at partner & HOLD;-

15 (X Check) M X L over R diag Fwd DVL (W X R over L DCL), check, Recover R, Clos L to R,- (W X Check R, Recov L, Sid R,-) to L Skaters W's R hip slightly IF of M's L; -NOTE: On X check heads look out away from partner.

16 (Lunge) H Sid & Fwd R relax knee in LUNGE LINE, Recover L, Clos R to L, -(W X LIF of R relax knee to Lunge LINE, Recover R, Clos L to R,-) -NOTE: On LUNGE LINE both heads to left.

PART B

4 SWEETHEART; ALEMANA TRN; OPEN HIP TWIST TO SHADOW; FAN;

1 (Sweetheart) L Skaters LOD R has joined M's L hd on W's shoulder blade M Fwd L, Recov R, Clos L to R,- (W bk R, Recov L, Fwd R & Commence RF trn to fac DVL,,-)

2 (Alemana) M BK R, Recov L, Fwd R,- (W twng RF under joined R hds Fwd L, Fwd R, Sid & BK L to Open Facing M fac DVL W fac ptrn R hds still joined,,-)

3 (Open Hip Twist to Shadow) Fwd L, Recov R, Clos L brace arm on ct 3 causing W to twist RF on ct 4,- (W bk R, Recov L, Fwd R, ct 4 twist RF 1/2 to Shadow LOD M's R & W's R hds joined,,-) NOTE: W's R arm XIF of her waist to join M's R.

4 (Fan) BK R (lead W XIF of M), Recov L (Change from R to L hand), Sid R,- (W Fwd L XIF of M, Fwd R across L trn LF on R, BK L to X Body W fac Wall) M fac LOD M's L & W's R hands joined,,-)

5-10 HOCKEY STICK; ; OVERTRN ALEMANA; TRN TO BALLERINA; WHEEL, 2,3; 4,5,6; - fac LOD;

5,6 (Hockey Stick from Fan Pos) M Fwd L, Recov R, Clos L to R,- (BK R, Recov L, Fwd R (DVL),.- (W Clos R to L, Fwd R to M's L side, Fwd R, Fwd L trn LF on R, BK R,,-) end Open FAC DVL change to R to R handhold;

7,8 (Overtrn Alemana to Ballerina) Fwd L, Recov R, Side L no trn, - (W BK R, Recov L, Fwd R between M's feet,,-); M 3 steps of Nat Top (XRIF of L trn RF, Sid L trn RF, Fwd R to Wall,,- (W Fwd R, L trn RF under joined R hds to M's R sid Mod Varsouj joined R hds high jointed L hds slightly RF at waist level,,-)

9,10 (Ballerina Walk) W lifts R foot across IF of M to BALLERINA POS trning on her L foot (for balance she may keep left foot flat with pressure on toe) as M walks fnd in circle twd W's raised foot to fac LOD L, R, R,-; L, R, R,-; M walks 'ball flat, ball flat, ball flat' in circle with lobster walk.

11-14 (Advanced Sliding Door with Sweep) SLIDING DOOR; SWEEP, RECOV, X,-; SLIDING DOOR TO SPIRAL; BK, RECOV, FWD, -(W, trn LF, BK,-);

11 (Advanced Sliding Door) Blending to Shadow Skaters LOD L hds joined M's R hd on W's R shoulder blade Fwd L trn RF 1/8, Recov R fac LOD, XLIF of R,- (W bk R, Recov L, small step XRIF of L,-) Shadow Skaters fac LOD;

12 (Sweep) W sid L sweep R arm Fwd fac LOH relax L knee leave R foot in place, Recov R trn RF sweep R arm to side, XLIF of R,- (M extend R leg sid twd Wall bend L knee & shape to W, keep hand on shoulder blade), Rise, XRIF end Shadow Skaters fac LOD,,-

13 (Sliding Door to W's Spiral) M Fwd L trn RF 1/8, Recov R fac LOD, Clos L to R fac DVL,,- (W BK R, Recov L, Sid R LOD Spiral trn on ball of R to fac DVL (W cont LF trn from Spiral) Fwd R trn LF, BK L to Open FAC no hds about 3 feet M fac LOD,,-; NOTE: This is 4,5,6 of HOCKEY STICK.

14 BK R, Recov L, Fwd R, tch L to R (W cont LF trn from Spiral) Fwd R trn LF, BK L to Open FAC no hds about 3 feet M fac LOD,,-; NOTE: This is 4,5,6 of HOCKEY STICK.

15-20 APT, RECOV, TOG,,-; RF PIVOT, 2,3,-; LUNGE (W Sit Line to Spiral to Bl),,-; CIRCULAR WALKS; ;

15 W LF trn to L OP fac LOD;

15 (Back Break) both hds on hips apart L (W R), Recov R, Sid & Fwd L trn W (W Fwd R),,-

16 (RF pivot) Blend to CP L arms up R arms around ptrners waist 4 step fnd R lead to step around his R foot & pivot RF 1 full trn R,- to fac DVL,,-

17 (Lunge & Sit Line) Joining M's L & W's R hds M bend R knee extend L leg bk at the same time leading W bk onto her R to a SIT LINE, M rises on R & steps Fwd L,- (W recovers on L from Sit Line, Fwd Spiral on ball of R to Bl) fac Wall;

18,19 (Circular Walks) Both Walk fnd CW 6 steps trnng 1 1/2 trns to end fac LOH (M, R, L, R,,-; L, R, L, R,,-) Look at each other while walk around imaginary pole at right hips.

20 M cont RF trn Fwd R, Sid L LOD, Sid R LOD to LOP RLOD (W trn LF under joined M's L & W's R hds to LOD Fwd L, Sid R LOD, Sid L RLOD,,-);
"I LOVE YOU" RUMBA (cont'd)

PART B (cont'd)

21-24 NEW YORKER; SPOT TRN TO LOOSE SCP LOD; WHISK, TILT, HOLD, - (W whisk, tilt, develop, -);
TWD R, L, CLOS R to SHADOW SKATERS (W twd, spiral, tch, -);

21 (New Yorker) Thru L RLOD, Recov R, Sid L LOD, -;
22 (Spot Trn) Release hds thru R twd LOD trn LF (W RF), Fwd L Cont LF trn, Fwd & Sid R
to Loose SCP LOD, -;
23 (Whisk, Tilt, Develop) XLIB of R (WXRIB) Whisk Pos no weight sway slightly twd LOD,
transfer weight to M's L & W's R sway (tilt) twd RLOD trn head in twd partner, M
hold keep sway twd RLOD while W Develop with L foot retaining sway & head pos
to left, -;
24 M Fwd R, L, Clos R to L, -(W Fwd L, Sid R spiral LF on R, tch L to R end Shadow
Skaters fac LOD both with L foot free, -);

REPEAT PART A meas 1-15

MEASURE 16: Coming out of LUNGE LINE in preparation for TAG M tch R to L, W tch L to R;

TAG

1-5 (Explosion) APT FAC LOD, RECOV, FAC, -; APT FAC RLOD, REC, FAC, -; DIAG CUCARACHA; WRAP
CHANGE SIDES; SIDE LUNGE;

1, 2, 3 Same as measures 1-3 of INTRODUCTION but starting from L-Skaters fac LOD;
4 WRAP CHANGE SIDES as in meas 4 of INTRODUCTION but remain in WRAP POSITION fac
LOD;
5 As music fades step side CCH (W twd Wall) Sweep free arm up & out relax M's L knee
(W's R knee) Sway twd partner & Look twd partner for final "I LOVE YOU";

HEAD CUES

INTRODUCTION: APT, RECOV, FAC; APT, RECOV, FAC; DIAG CUCARACHA; WRAP TO SHADOW SKATERS;

PART A

KIWI WALKS; OVERTRAN FAN TO X HANDS; 1/2 BASIC; BK CONTRA WALKS 6 ; ALEMANA TRN & ROPE SPIN;
SWIVEL TO FENCE LINE; NEW YORKER (W Spot trn & Spiral); AIDA; SWITCH ROCK; SPOT TRN; CHANGE SIDES
L OPEN HOLD; X CHECK, RECOV, L SKATERS; LUNGE RECOVER CLOS;

PART B

SWEETHEART; ALEMANA; OPEN HIP TWIST TO SHADOW; FAN; HOCKEY STICK; OVERTRAN ALEMANA;
TO BALLERINA WHEEL; ADV SLIDING DOOR & SWEET; SLIDING DOOR TO SPIRAL; 456 of HOCKEY STICK;
BK BREAK RECOV TOG; RF PIVOT, 2, 3; LUNGE (W Sit Line to Spiral); BJO CIRCULAR WALKS 6;
TRN L OP RLOD; NEW YORKER; SPOT TRN TO SCP; WHISK TILT W DEVELOPE; FWD W SPIRAL SKATERS;

TAG: APT RECOV FAC; APT RECOV FAC; DIAG CUCARACHA; WRAP FAC LOD; SIDE LUNGE APART;

NOTE: If you should have difficulty obtaining this record contact us as we purchased
a fair supply from an L.A. distributor.

Eddie & Audrey Palmquist,
4271 Ursula Circle,
El Toro, Ca. 92630.
(714) 586-1519